
How to address 
justice and sustainability together 

in urban governance?
Community Conversation (June 23, 2020) 
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1. Introduce to next phase of UrbanA

2. Start thematic discussions

3. Tap into your knowledge/experience

4. Show options for further exchange

Objectives
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1. Introduction: governance/ justice

2. Four ambitions (& examples)

3. Group discussions

4. How to engage further

Agenda
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• Governance
all political processes, broader than government/policy

• Governance arrangements
focus on processes and on permanent rules, structures

• Justice
Conditions allow for all humans to flourish

• Just sustainability
Balance the earth system, 
and simultaneously make societies more equal & just

Key terms
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Previously: 

What can be done? 
e.g.: strengthen public transport

Now: 

How should sustainability and justice be 
approached? 
e.g.: prioritize well-being, as perceived

Our focus
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A) Policy integration

B) Bridging institutional logics

C) Engaging inhabitants

D) Alternative metrics

E)  ….?

Disaggregating the topic
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Governance ambition A

Policy Integration
aka ‚breaking down of silos‘
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A) Policy Integration

The ambition: 
• Dealing with sustainability and justice challenges in a more 

integrative and comprehensive way (rather than through 
compartmentalized policies and organizations)

Relation to previous work in UrbanA: 
• „Unfit organizational structures“ (driver 6 of injustice)
• „Co-learning and knowledge brokerage“ (approach)

How could it work?
• Create integrative organizations and rules,
• and include especially questions of justice in urban 

sustainability planning and policy making
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A) Policy Integration

An example:

Integrated planning of a drainage
system in Ekostaden Augustenborg

• Context: Neighbourhood
regeneration in Malmö

• Aims for different sustainability
goals with a strong focus on esp. 
procedural justice

• Process: designed by residents

• Outcome: serves multiple purposes

Source: Climate Adapt (2014)
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A) Policy Integration

Question:

What examples do you know, 
where sustainability and justice concerns 
are addressed together, through integrated procedures? 
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Governance ambition B

Bridging
Institutional Logics
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B) Bridging institutional logics

The ambition: 
Enabling different urban actors
(from governments, civil society or enterprises)
to better co-operate for sustainability & justice in their cities.

Relation to previous work in UrbanA: 
• “Unfit organizational structures” (driver 6)
• “Weak(ened) civil society” (driver 10)
• “Co-learning and knowledge brokerage” (approach)

How could it work?
• Create organizational structures and rules that support

cooperation across different institutional logics

• Ensure that policies are developed jointly
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B) Bridging institutional logics

An example:

Joint planning for a model 
district in Freiburg: Vauban

• Creating a “joint working
group” (city administration,
local parliamentarians and civil
society)

• Collaborative visioning,
planning and participatory
development of the district

• One outcome: very different
and successful mobility concept

Source: P.Späth. 
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B) Bridging institutional logics

Question:

Where and how did people from governments, civil
society organizations and enterprises co-operate
particularly well with each other to the benefit of
justice and sustainability in a city?
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Governance ambition C

Engaging Inhabitants
aka participation
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C) Engaging Inhabitants

The ambition: 
Enable effective participation of inhabitants in urban development

Relation to previous work in UrbanA: 
• Limited participation of inhabitants in urban planning (driver 7)

(incl. tokenistic participation and individualizing responsibility)

How could it work?
• Make visible peoples’ justice concerns
• Shift primary attention to marginal/ vulnerable groups
• Diversify participation options (digital, local, specific groups…)
• Enable participation of handicapped groups (timing, language, 

compensation…)
• Normalize citizen juries, plebiscites etc.  
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C) Engaging Inhabitants

An example:

The superblock programme in Bacelona

• Aim: „filling the streets with life again“ e.g less cars, more people on 
streets.

• Strategy: create Superblocks in various districts of BCN

• Initiated by the municipality

• Process: top- down aiming at public participation and joint
responsibility

• From standard procedure to open and informal participatory
process

• Outcome: reported increase in habituality of streets
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C) Engaging Inhabitants

Question:

What processes & tools of inhabitants engagement 
do you know that fostered inclusivity and justice 
in urban sustainability governance? 
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Governance ambition D

Alternative metrics
(of well-beeing)
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D) Alternative Metrics

The ambition: 
• Promoting (new) metrics to guide urban development and 

policies towards well-being and sustainability 
(rather than classic economic metrics like GDP)

Relation to previous work in UrbanA: 
• “Neoliberal Growth and Austerity Urbanism” (driver 9)
• “Beyond GDP indicators” (approach)
• “Financial practices and instruments” (approach)

How could it work?
• The ways in which we measure things influences problem 

framings and consequently our responses 
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D) Alternative Metrics

An example:

Gentrification and exclusion in 
relation to urban greening projects 

• GREENLULUS project is 
developing a “Fair Urban 
Greening Index”

• Used for analysis and cross-city 
comparison

• Impacts for social and racial 
dimensions of sustainability 
planning 

Source: Unsplash
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D) Alternative Metrics

Question:

Do you know promising efforts to guide urban policies 

by measuring aspects of sustainability and justice 

(and/or problematizing reliance on metrics of growth and 
competitiveness)? 
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• Small groups – “break out rooms”

• Taking notes for ideas to be followed up 

• Please all: open chat, click on link shared

Let’s discuss!
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A) Policy integration
B) Bridging institutional logics
C) Engaging inhabitants
D) Alternative metrics

Choose a topic 

Signal choice by adding to your name 

click on participants > your name > change it to
<your Name +A /+B/ +C/ +D>

• Find your respective section in shared doc (e.g. A2)

• One please volunteer to take notes, all can contribute 
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Questions of understanding (key terms)?

Questions on task for groups? 

(chat to Duncan if not getting into ‘room’)

Have fun with your group 

and see you back in 25 min. 

Questions? 
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Other ambitions to be discussed (E, F, G, …)?

Looking forward to: reading your notes, 

following up on your suggestions, 

and sharing insights soon!

Now: 

A) Policy integration

B) Bridging institutional logics

C) Engaging inhabitants

D) Alternative metrics
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Highlight:

2 day event, arena#3, on March 18/19

Coming next:
Exchange via platform, wiki, email

Autumn: 
A webinar dedicated to “means of learning”

The way forward
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New platform with dedicated forum:

https://knowledgebase.communitiesforfuture.org/groups/
urban-sustainability-and-justice/

Wiki: https://wiki.urban-arena.eu

Email:     spaeth@envgov.uni-freiburg.de

The gateways
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1) Rich descriptions: 

Answering many important questions

2) Short scenarios: 

Guiding the reader to various resources

Please: check Wiki, complement, 
and give feedback! 

Communicating experiences 
with governance arrangements
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Thank you for your 
contributions!


